Abbotts & Delaunay, pioneers in the Languedoc‐Roussillon

When Laurent Delaunay was born in 1965, he became the fifth generation
in his family’s Burgundian dynasty of producers and négociants, Maison
Delaunay located in L’Etang Vergy. One of his earliest childhood memories
was of his father, Jean‐Marie, and grandfather locking themselves for hours
at a time in their “tasting office,” and he was intrigued at what was
transpiring within. As wine was the family business, young Laurent was
pressed into service with simple cellar tasks which, as he matured,
progressed to working the harvest. Jean‐Marie had a great reputation for
his discerning palate and at an age when most US parents would not let
their kids anywhere near the stuff, he mentored Laurent in keenly
discerning the complex flavors and components in wine. He also instilled in
Laurent the family’s core values of high‐standards, precision, customer
service, curiosity and humility.
When it was time for University, Laurent studied viticulture in Beaune, oenology in Dijon (where he met
Catherine who would become his wife), then obtained a MBA from the prestigious ESSEC Business School.
After graduation, Laurent and Catherine traveled, visiting wineries worldwide and observing the different
methodologies they employed. It was during this time that Laurent formed strong opinions of the style of
wines he preferred and the fruit and methodology necessary to make them.
Laurent inherited Maison Delaunay upon the death of his father and made an anguished decision:
although it would have been easier to continue on in Burgundy, he felt that he would not be happy in the
strictly traditional region when a new frontier was emerging. He sold Maison Delaunay to the Boisset
group in 1993.
In the 90s, the Languedoc‐Roussillon was already the largest vine‐growing region in the world, but despite
the perfect combination of sun, water supply and great terroirs, it produced entry level wines of modest
quality made by co‐op producers. Laurent and Catherine recognized the missed potential and seized the
opportunity to make greatly improved wines. Laurent and Catherine founded Badet Clement at Cie in
1995 and launched a range of varietal wines under the name of Les Jamelles which quickly became a
success.
The Delaunays were not alone in Languedoc‐Roussillon. During the 90s, several winemakers outside the
region and France saw the opportunity to make great wines far less expensively than they could in other
AOCs, The same year the Delaunays incorporated and were focusing on their single varietal wines, an
Australian married couple, Nigel and Nerida Abbotts, founded their eponymous winery in Marseillette,
near Carcassonne in south‐western France, working on a smaller scale with the finest terroirs of the
regional AOCs (Minervois, Limoux, Corbières etc.). They selected the best plots or barrels from renowned
producers and created rich and exclusive blends which was a new method in the region and the beginning
of the elevation of the quality of wines produced there.
After ten years during which the quality of the Abbotts’ wine was widely acknowledged and respected,
the couple decided to divorce in 2005 and the winery had to be sold, but the Abbotts wanted a party that

would continue their legacy of discerning quality. As Laurent’s vision for the region and efforts paralleled
their own, Badet Clement was the obvious choice. To preserve the Abbotts’ pioneering contribution to
the region, Laurent renamed the winery Abbotts and Delaunay.
In 2005, the wines were clearly influenced by the very concentrated and oaky style favored by the
Australian winemakers and which was en vogue in the 90s. Over the years, Laurent has tweaked the wine
style towards more elegance, drinkability and freshness that modern palates prefer. However, the same
ethos employed by the Abbotts‐‐ careful work in the vineyards; naturally healthy grapes; harvests
performed with a great deal of care; vinification that respects the grapes and patient aging which
harnesses the power contained in these wines—is an enduring legacy.

Vin de France
Abbotts & Delaunay’s Clouds and Winds collection features wines made with grapes that are selected from old
Languedoc’s vines grown in vineyards at high altitudes in a purposely small number of appellations and produced
in very limited quantities.
GRAPE VARIETY

Carignan. It is most definitely the grape variety for hot, dry climates, yielding wines full of
harmony and elegance.

SOIL

We have selected two types of terroirs: 100-year-old vines growing at high altitudes which
lend freshness and arid Mediterranean soils where the vines grow alongside the garrigue
shrubland.

VINIFICATION

The grapes are handpicked at their peak of maturity. 60% are vinified in whole bunch while
40% undergo a traditional vinification . The traditionally vinified grapes are left to macerate
for approximately 14 days while the whole grapes maceration lasts between 5 and 12 days.
The exact duration is determined by daily tastings. The wines are racked at the end of
alcoholic fermentation and are transferred to 225-litre barrels where they undergo malolactic fermentation. The press wine is added to the free-run wine.

AGEING

9 months: 60% in oak barrels (30% new oak, 40% one-year-old barrels, 30% two-year-old barrels).
40% stay in stainless steel tanks in order to keep some freshness.

TASTING NOTES

Dark, lively colour.
A slightly wild, herbaceous nose with notes of rhubarb, liquorice, gingerbread and pear.
Very round, velvety and delectable from the start. Creamy, fruity notes reminiscent of sour
cherry flan.

WINE & FOOD

Serve at 17°C with feathered game, cured ham, spicy cuisine or Japanese dishes.

Minervois
Abbotts & Delaunay’s Clouds and Winds collection features wines made with grapes that are selected from old
Languedoc’s vines grown in vineyards at high altitudes in a purposely small number of appellations and produced
in very limited quantities.
GRAPE VARIETIES

Syrah - Grenache

SOIL

The grapes for this wine come from two terroirs: the Causses (hamlet of Fauzan), a high-altitude area known for its cool temperatures and the Canal du Midi, an area where the Syrah
grape thrives due to high temperatures and precipitation that is evenly spaced throughout
the year.

VINIFICATION

The grapes are handpicked and completely destemmed. In the aim of giving added complexity
to the wine, some of the grapes are vinified according to the Bordeaux method with pumping
over of the must, while the rest is vinified according to Burgundian tradition with punching of
the cap. Though there is a 14-day minimum, the exact duration of maceration is determined by
daily tastings. The wines are racked at the end of alcoholic fermentation and are transferred into
tanks or 225-litre barrels where they undergo malolactic fermentation. The press wine is added
to the free-run wine.

AGEING

9 months: 60% in oak barrels (40% new oak, 15% one-year-old barrels, 15% in two-year-old
barrels) while 40% stay in stainless steel tanks to retain some fruit.

TASTING NOTES

Bright and limpid boasting deep garnet colour with purple tints around the rim.
Aromas of black cherry, blackcurrant, redcurrant and raspberry. Notes of pepper, plum and
liquorice.
The palate is classy, long and complex with very elegant tannins. Lovely length with a refreshing,
silky finish.

WINE & FOOD

Serve at 17°C with stewed wild boar, beef rib steak, game pies and chocolate mousse.

Faugères
Abbotts & Delaunay’s Clouds and Winds collection features wines made with grapes that are selected from old
Languedoc’s vines grown in vineyards at high altitudes in a purposely small number of appellations and produced
in very limited quantities.
GRAPE VARIETIES

Syrah - Grenache - Carignan - Mourvèdre

SOIL

Soils composed solely of schist. The grapes for this wine come from two terroirs: vines growing
at an altitude of 200 metres with north/north-western exposure which allows for later ripening
thereby preserving the grapes’ freshness. The other vines face the sea with southern exposure,
but are planted at an altitude of 350 metres, yielding rich, open wines.

VINIFICATION

The grapes are harvested, totally destemmed and fermented for approximately three weeks
at 27°-29°C with very gentle pumping over of the must in order to “moisten” the cap which
is punched regularly. The wines are racked at the end of alcoholic fermentation and are
transferred to 225-litre barrels or to tanks where they undergo malolactic fermentation. The
press wine is added to the free-run wine.

AGEING

9 months: 60% in oak barrels (30% new oak, 20% one-year-old barrels) and 40% in tanks so as to
keep some freshness.

TASTING NOTES

Deep garnet in colour.
Intense nose redolent of red berries, blackcurrant, sour cherry and mild spices.
Notes of cigar, cocoa and a touch of pepper.
Bold on the palate with fine, ripe tannins, a long finish and a lovely hint of oak. This is an
elegant, “ethereal” wine that boasts considerable freshness and a great deal of finesse.

WINE & FOOD

Serve at 17°C with shoulder of lamb, duck breast, roast beef, game or cheese.

Grands Vins du Languedoc

“À tire d’Aile” is a range of delectable, balanced and elegant wines from the Languedoc region’s classic
appellations. Thanks to work in the vineyards that respects both the soil and the vines, we produce healthy
grapes with good concentration to the delight of the birds that live in our plots.

GRAPES VARIETIES

Grenache - Vermentino - Roussane

SOIL

The grapes come from vineyards that overlook the Mediterranean Sea.
The soils, mainly calcareous, are composed of sand, gravel, molasse and white
marls and are not overly productive, limiting vine growth and promoting
ripening of the grapes.

VINIFICATION

med and slightly pressed. The juice is fermented at a controlled temperature of 18°C.

-

AGEING
TASTING

This wine is fresh and round with nice intense aromas of lemon zeste, orange peel
and menthol vervain. Lovely freshness.

WINE & FOOD

tapenade, sole with butter sauce, or even a mandarin pie.
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Grands Vins du Languedoc

« A tire d’Aile » is a range of delectable, balanced and elegant wines from the Languedoc region’s classic
appellations. Thanks to work in the vineyards that respects both the soil and the vines, we produce healthy
grapes with good concentration to the delight of the birds that live in our plots.

GRAPES VARIETIES

Grenache - Syrah

SOIL

The grapes come from three terroirs: 65% come from the eastern Corbières (coastal vineyards yield grapes that lend freshness and elegance), 20% from the edge
richness) and 15% from the Corbières Boutenac cru which give this wine its
depth.

VINIFICATION

The grapes are handpicked and brought to the winery in 40 to 50-kg tubs where they
are immediately transferred to tanks without crushing or pumping. Maceration lasts 15
days. The press wine is added to the free-run wine.

AGEING

40% in barrels (20% new oak) and 60% in stainless steel tanks.

TASTING

(white pepper), black olive and notes of humus and tobacco.
Rich and full-bodied on the palate with lovely substance and smooth tannins.
WINE & FOOD

Serve at 17°C with game, red meats, spit-roasted rabbit and poultry.
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Grands Vins du Languedoc

« A tire d’Aile » is a range of delectable, balanced and elegant wines from the Languedoc region’s classic
appellations. Thanks to work in the vineyards that respects both the soil and the vines, we produce healthy
grapes with good concentration to the delight of the birds that live in our plots.

GRAPES VARIETIES

Grenache - Syrah - Carignan

SOIL

The grapes for this wine hail from three of the Roussillon’s famed terroirs:
Montner (a temperate zone producing grapes that lend depth to the wine),
Tautavel (a hot, dry terroir whose grapes add complexity) and Caramany (a cooler
area with grapes that lend elegance).

VINIFICATION

while the Carignan undergoes whole bunch maceration.
AGEING

40% barrels (20% new oak) and 60% stainless steel tanks.

TASTING

Deep in colour with carmine hues.
Aromas of raspberry, violet, liquorice and blackberry underscored by spicy notes.

WINE & FOOD
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Grands Vins du Languedoc

“À tire d’Aile” is a range of delectable, balanced wines from the Languedoc region’s classic appellations.
They are balanced, delectable wines that boast big fruit as well as elegance and considerable complexity.
Thanks to work in the vineyards that respects both the soil and the vines, we produce healthy grapes with
good concentration to the delight of the birds that live in our plots.

GRAPES VARIETIES

Syrah - Carignan - Grenache

SOIL

The grapes come from three terroirs: the Causses (these grapes, grown at high
altitudes, give freshness), the foothills of the Montagne Noire (a hot, arid area
Montagne Noire (temperate sector).

VINIFICATION

The grapes are handpicked and brought to the winery in tubs (40 to 50- kg maximum).
Grenache grapes are destemmed. Maceration time, determined by tasting, varies
according to the grape variety, the terroir and the vintage. The press wine is added to
the free-run wine.

AGEING

40% barrels (20% new oak) and 60% stainless steel tanks.

TASTING

Garnet in colour with black tinges. Aromas of blackberry, blueberry, cooked
cherry and a hint of liquorice. Notes of venison, forest undergrowth, chocolate
and toast. Smooth from the start and full-bodied with well-integrated tannins
round and velvety.

WINE & FOOD

Serve at 17°C with stewed meats, grilled rabbit, duck breast or a cheese platter.
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